
Transcendentalist Playlist/CD Project 
In this activity you’ll make a transcendental music CD cover or playlist.  This may sound 

difficult, but you’d be surprised at how many songs actually contain lyrics that reflect the 

themes and ideals of American Transcendentalism.  For instance, Michael Jackson’s “Earth 

Song”, or Christina Aguilera’s “Beautiful”. 

Your CD cover or playlist must include the following elements: 

1) A CD cover or playlist comprised of at least 10 songs that reflect the tenets of American 

Transcendentalism. You should find at least one song for each of the following themes. 

• Simplicity (Simplifying life, asceticism, rejection of material goods, 

commercialism/consumerism, reduction of possessions, clutter, stress, etc.) 

• Civil Disobedience (Standing up for your rights when society is unjust.) 

• Nonconformity & Individuality (Being different, being yourself, resisting peer pressure, 

free-thought etc.) 

• Nature (Celebration/preservation of the natural world around us, finding inspiration in 

nature.) 

• Creativity/Thinking outside the box (Finding solutions to problems, creating art, music, 

seeing life from another prospective, etc.) 

• Self-Reliance (Taking care of yourself, being independent, thinking for yourself, confidence, 

etc.) 

• Carpe Diem (Taking advantage of the opportunities you have now, living life to the fullest.) 

2) The name of the song and the artist. 

3) A brief explanation of why you chose each song and to what theme it relates. 

4) The complete lyrics of ONE song that you particularly like for its message and its 

transcendental ideals. 

5) Cover art or images that reflect American Transcendentalism. 

Goals: Your finished project must be in the form of a standard CD cover, or if you’ve chosen 

to create a playlist, a PDF document with all of the above information.  Be creative!  If you 

choose you may hand draw/write your CD cover or playlist using original artwork.  There 

are also many free CD cover templates available online. 

Some final tips: 

• Think of some of your favorite songs and examine their lyrics.  

They might reflect some of the ideals listed above. 

• There are sites such as LyricsPlanet.com and Lyrics.com that 

provide reliable transcriptions of many English songs. 

• There are also sites that offer free CD cover design tools, like, 

Canva.com 

• And, for free images try Pixabay.com. 

Points: Your CD cover/playlist can receive a maximum of 500 points 

based on the following; 20 pts. for each song with artist, 10 pts. for each song that corresponds 

to each of the tenets, 20 pts. for each explanation as to why you chose the song, 10 pts. for the 

inclusion of artwork, 10 points for the inclusion of the entire lyrics of your favorite song and, 

10 pts. for the overall effort and creativity of the task. 


